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Abstract. Recently, there have been significant research efforts to select identifiable gene markers between
different phenotypes for diagnosing the disease class. However, discovering the reliable gene markers is a
challenging problem. One of the weaknesses of existing gene expression based classification is that gene
markers are often selected independently, although their functional products may interact with each other.
And also, inherent measurement noise in the gene expression profile and the heterogeneity between samples
make the problem more difficult. Recently, in order to overcome these weaknesses, several groups have
alleviated this problem by jointly analyzing the expression levels of groups of functionally related genes
based on pathway information. However, there is still remaining problems such as lower classification
performance caused by the curse of dimensionality and potential information lose caused by ranking-based
approach. In this paper, to overcome these problems, we propose a novel method based on combining
pathway information and gene expression data using the random subspace method. We apply our proposed
method to the classification of lung cancer data and show that it can outperformes several existing pathway
based methods.

1 Introduction

Genome-wide expression analysis using DNA microarray has become a mainstream of genomics research. Espe-
cially, there have been significant research efforts to search differently expressed genes across different phenotypes
which can be used as diagnostic gene markers for diagnosing disease classes and predicting outcomes or responses
of medical therapies [1][2][3]. In existing methods, gene markers are selected by ranking each individual gene for
how well its expression value can discriminate among different phenotypes. However, discovering reliable gene
markers for classification is a challenging problem, and a number of recent studies have questioned the reliability
of classification based on individual gene markers [4][5]. One of weaknesses of these existing gene expression
based methods is that gene markers are often selected independently, although their functional products such
as protein complexes may interact with each other. And also, the inherent measurement noise in gene expres-
sion data and the heterogeneity between samples make the problem more difficult. In order to overcome these
weaknesses, several groups have alleviated this problem by jointly analyzing the expression levels of sets of func-
tionally related genes, which can be obtain from Gene Ontology, KEGG databases, or other sources. Recently, a
number of studies have shown that pathway based markers are more reproducible compared with individual gene
markers. And also, they can provide important biological understanding into an intrinsic mechanism that lead
to different phenotypes of diseases [6][7][8][9]. Furthermore, in their studies, pathway-based classifiers achieve
comparable or better classification performance compared with existing gene expression based methods.

To use pathway information for the disease classification, inferring the pathway activity of a given pathway
based on the expression levels of its member genes is needed. For this inferring, a number of pathway activity
inference methods have been proposed. Guo et al. [6] proposed to use the mean or median expression value of
the member genes to infer the pathway activity. Tomfohr et al. [7] and Bild et al. [8] used the first principal
component of the member genes to estimate the activity of a given pathway. More recently, Lee et al. [9] proposed
a method that predicts the pathway activity using only condition responsive gene subset of the member genes
in the pathway.

However, these existing pathway based methods still have the following problems : lower classification per-
formance and over-fitting problem of ranking-based approach. We can consider cause of the former problem is
that existing classification method does not free from the curse of dimensionality. Typically, gene expression
data have a small number of samples, while the number of genes is very large. And also, one cause of the
latter problem is that ranks of the pathways and its member genes are calculated differently every iteration or
validation sets. Due to this problem, potential information of unselected pathways and member genes can be
removed which may lead to decreased classification performance.

In this paper, to overcome these problems, we propose a novel method for cancer classification based on
the combining pathway information and the gene expression data using random subspace method. We apply
our proposed method to the classification of lung cancer data and show that it can achieve outperforming
performance compared to several existing pathway based methods.
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2 Pathway Information based Cancer Classification

2.1 The Random Subspace Method

The Random Subspace Method(RSM) is the ensemble technique proposed by Ho [10]. In the RSM, each weak
classifier uses only a random subset of all the features while its training and testing. Given a training set
T = (T1, T2, ..., Tn) and each Ti is dimensional feature vector gi = (gi1, gi2, ..., gip),the RSM generates m new
training set RS = (RS1, RS2, ..., RSm); each new set RSi that contains randomly selected r features rsi =
(rsi1, rsi2, ..., rsir), (r < p) is used to build the weak classifiers. Finally, these weak classifiers are combined by
the majority voting. So, the RSM is organized in the following way:

1. Repeat for i = 1, 2, ..., m :
(a) Select a r dimensional random subspace RSi from the original p dimensional feature space gi.
(b) Construct a weak classifier wc(rsi) based on classification algorithms such as the decision tree, nearest

neighbor classifier.
2. Combine classifier wc(rsi), i = 1, 2, ..., m, by simple majority voting to a final decision rule as follows :

y∗ = arg max
y∈{+1,−1}

m∑

i=1

wc(rs(x)i)y (1)

where y ∈ {+1,−1} is a class label and is final estimation result.

Given test data is estimated as the class that counted most frequently through equation (1). The RSM may
benefit from using random subspace for both constructing and aggregating the classifier. When the number of
training samples is relatively small compared with the dimension of feature vector, one may solve the small
sample size problem by constructing classifiers in random subspaces. The subspace dimensionality is smaller
than in the original feature space, while the number of training samples remains the same. Therefore, the relative
training sample size increases. When data have many redundant features, we may obtain better classifiers in
random subspace than in the original feature space. The combined decision of such classifiers may be superior
to a single classifier constructed on the original training set in the complete feature space [10][11].

2.2 Proposed Method

To combine the pathway information and gene expression data, we propose a novel method based on modified
the random subspace method. We call it Advanced Random Subspace Method(ARSM). In the proposed method,
the random subspace of weak classifier which composes classifier ensemble is substituted by member genes of
each pathway. These member genes of pathway are selected using the signal-to-nosise statistic [2] or t-test
statistic :

signal-to-noise =
µ+1 − µ−1

σ+1 + σ−1
(2)

where µ and σ represent the mean and standard deviation of gene expression values, respectively, for each class.
The member gene selection is performed based on the training data and we use only top 30% of member

genes belong to each pathway. In order to build the weak classifiers of the ensemble, we use the nearest mean
classifier (NMC) [12]. This NMC needs mean values of the features which belong in each class for calculation
distances. These Mean values µy,j of each gene j were obtained from average gene expression values of the whole
samples which belong to each class y. The number of weak classifier is determined as the number of selected
pathways obtained through learning process based on training data. In the learning process, we calculate fitness
values of each pathway for selecting the marker pathway as following way :

Fitness of pathway =
α(= 1)
Numw

+ β(= 0.001)×Numc (3)

Where Numc is the number of correctly matched test data with pathway based subspaces. The meaning of
correctly matching is that prediction of the weak classifier is correct. In contrast, Numw is the number of
wrongly matched test data. α and β are arbitrary constants. These values can be determined empirically. In
our experiment, in case of α >> β, the performance was better. After this learning process, the pathways were
sorted in decreasing order of the fitness values, and then in order to build the classifier, we use only the top
80% of the pathway marker.

In this base, we calculate distances between of subspaces of test data and average values of each class using
the Euclidean distance. The NMC selects the label of the class where the distance is near for output value. This
output value is accepted if the distance is less than threshold, otherwise it is rejected.
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Fig. 1. Overall process of the proposed method using the pathway information.

NMC(xi) =
{

+1, if d1 < d2 & d1 < threshold1

−1, if d2 < d1 & d2 < threshold2
(4)

Where xi is i-th selected pathway,dy at y ∈ {+1,−1} is Euclidean distance between of subspaces of test data
and average values of each class. Threshold values for each subspace are calculated as the maximum distance
among the means of each subspace and each sample for each class y. In order to obtain the final estimation
result y∗, the results from each weak classifier are integrated through majority voting, and then the class obtains
majority of votes is selected as final estimation result [10].

y∗ = arg max
y∈{+1,−1}

n∑

i=1

NMC(xi)y (5)

3 Experiments

3.1 Datasets

We obtained two independent lung cancer datasets from previously published gene expression studies by Beer
DG et al. [13] (referred as the ”Michigan” dataset in this paper) and Bhattacharjee et al. [14] (referred as the
”Boston” dataset in this paper). Michigan dataset contains the gene expression profiles of 86 patients from the
Michigan. Boston dataset contains the gene expression profiles of 62 patients from Boston.

In order to obtain biological pathway information, we used the canonical pathways in the C2 curated gene
set downloaded from MSigDB v2.5 (updated April 7 2008) [15]. This set includes 639 pathways acquired from
several pathway databases, including the KEGG database and the GenMAPP. The set of pathways acquired
from the MSigDB contains more than 5,000 individual genes, where the Michigan and Boston datasets contain
2,718 genes of them in common.

3.2 Classification Evaluation

The proposed random subspace method based classifier was evaluated by following cross-validation experiments.
For within-dataset experiment, the gene expression samples in a dataset were randomly divided into five subsets,
where four-fifths of the divided subsets were used as training data and one-fifth was used as test data for
evaluating the classification performance(five-fold cross validation). This procedure has been repeated by using
each subset as the test data for a more reliable assessment. The training data was divided again into three
subsets for identifying the pathway markers. Two-thirds were used as internal training data and one-third were
used as internal test data. This internal cross-validation based learning was repeated for 50 iterations. Thus,
total 150 learning are accomplished. These experiments have been repeated for 100 random partitions of the
entire data. In order to measure the overall performance of the classification method, we report the average
of the AUC(Area Under ROC Curve) [16] values over 500 experimentsm, since the AUC can provide a useful
summary statistics of the classification performance over the entire range of specificity and sensitivity values.

In order to evaluate the reproducibility of the pathway markers across different dataset, we also preformed
cross-dataset experiments, where one data was used for selecting the pathway markers, and other data was used
for building classifier and evaluating its performance. First, we selected the optimal set of pathway markers
based on one data using fitness of each pathway. The process for selecting pathway markers and member genes
was similar to the one used in the within-dataset experiments. The samples in the other dataset were divided
into five subsets. Four-fifths of samples were used to build the classifier, and one-fifth of samples were used to
evaluate the performance of the constructed classifier. We repeated this experiment for 100 random partitions
of the entire dataset, and the average AUC over the 500 experiments was reported as the performance of the
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Fig. 2. Classification performance evaluation of our method(ARSM) and other methods (PAC, Mean, Median, PCA,
individual Genes).

Table 1. Classification performance comparison of the proposed ARSM with the gene expression based SVM.

dataset
AUC Classification accuracy(%)

ARSM SVM ARSM SVM

Michigan 0.71 0.65 70.03 72.09
Boston 0.58 0.54 54.07 50.47

Boston to Michigan 0.70 0.66 71.44 48.83
Michigan to Boston 0.58 0.62 53.38 50.00

classifier. The overall goal of these cross-dataset experiments is to evaluate the reproducibility of the proposed
method across different datasets. These procedures of the classification evaluation referred from [9][17].

3.3 Results

In order to use pathway information for classification, the member genes of each pathway from the MSigDB
were used as subspace in the proposed random subspace based method. For a fair and effective comparison
with other existing methods, we adopted a same experimental set-up that was used in Lee et al. [9] and then,
compared with the experimental results from them. According to adopted experimental set-up, the technique
of five-fold cross validation was applied to evaluate the proposed classifier. In each run of cross validation, we
only considered the pathway markers selected by the fitness value based on the training data.

The classifier using the Pathway Activity inference based on Condition-responsive genes(PAC) [9] had higher
predictive power than those using the Principal Component Analysis(PCA) [7] and the Mean and Median
[6], however the predictive power is still not significant. As shown in Figure 2, the proposed method ARSM
significantly outperformed the existing gene expression based method and pathway based methods in with-in
dataset experiment. These results indicate that there is one more critical factor in developing an advanced
diagnostic classifier in addition to the existing two facts : (1) a biologically meaningful definition of pathways,
(2) inference of condition specific pathway activity [5]. the one more critical factor is that unselected pathways
have useful potential information to diagnosis.
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Next, we tested the reproducibility of the pathway markers selected across datasets of different environment.
For this purpose, we used expression profiles of the two lung cancer dataset from different studies [13][14].
Selecting significant pathways was performed based on the Michigan dataset and then evaluating test data
was performed based on the Boston dataset, or vice versa. As shown in Figure 3, our proposed method shows
comparable or better performance than the existing methods except for the case of Lung Michigan to Boston.

In additional experiment to comparison with the general machine learning method(SVM), as we can see
in table 1, our method ARSM based on combining pathway information and gene expression data achieves
competitive or better performance than the SVM using only gene expression data in our experiments.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we demonstrated that our approach of combining pathway information and gene expression
data for cancer classification based on the modified random subspace method can provide better and more
reproducible diagnosis performance. And also, our proposed method helps us to get more biological insight
about mechanisms of diseases. In our experiments, the proposed method significantly outperformed the existing
gene expression based methods and pathway based methods. Through these experiments we were able to confirm
that the utilization of the potential information of unselected pathway excluded from existing pathway based
methods helps to get more accurate and robust result and also selecting the member genes within each pathway
helps to reduce noise or variable measurements.

While the existing pathway based method use converted feature vectors from activity of pathway, our method
is able to use the pathway marker and its member genes directly. Therefore, we can use it as a new method for
discovering unknown pathways related with diseases.
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